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1. Unfold the bias tape
Note: The length of your bias tape will be determined by your project needs.
It is not necessary to unfold the entire length at once. You can unfold as you go.

gutter/fold

Right Side Down

Right Side Up

Leave 3 to
4 inches
excess.

Un-fold

3. Fold the bias tape over itself
making a 90 degree angle out of the
bias tape.

2. Place bias tape Right Sides Together
with the top raw edge of your quilt.
Start sewing 3 to 4 inches from the top
left corner. Sew in the top gutter/fold
closest to the top edge of the quilt.

The folded bias at the corner should
be Wrong Sides Together with itself.

Stop 1/4 inch before the edge of the
quilt.

Finger press the corner (or press the
corner with an iron).

Stitch off at a 45 degree angle as shown.
Remove quilt from the sewing machine.

You will have a corner “flap.” Make sure the folded
edge of bias tape lines up perfectly with the top raw
edge of the quilt and “flaps” over the previously sewn
area - avoiding the next area to be sewn.
fold

Start 1/4
down
from the
top.

4. Fold the bias tape in the
opposite direction.
You should end up with the bias
tape Right Sides Together with
the quilt again.
Start 1/4 inch down from the top
edge. Sew in the outer
gutter/fold closest to the raw
edge of the quilt.
Stop 1/4 inch before the bottom
of the quilt.
Stitch off at a 45 degree angle as
shown, remove from machine.

5. Repeat same
process until all
corners are finished
and the bias tape is 3
to 4 inches away from
the starting point.

7. Place loose bias tape ends right sides together.
This will automatically cause the quilt to fold Back Side
Together at a 45 degree angle as shown.
Sew the bias tape together just right of the
tip of of the corner (tip of corner is shown
below for illustration purposes only),
DO NOT SEW OVER THE TIP OF
THE CORNER.

6. Rotate quilt so the
unfinished corner is the
bottom right corner.

Clip excess bias to
a 1/4 seam (also clip
excess crochet lace
within the seam to
remove excess
bulk).

10. Fold bias tape into its original state
over the raw edges of the quilt.
8. Stitch one unfinished
side of the quilt, making
sure to sew a 45 degree
angle as previously
done.

9. Press remaining flap
and finish sewing the last
corner “joined corner”
1/4 inch from the edge
to where you have
already sewn.

The back side of each corner will need
to be tucked/pressed into a mitered
corner, but should occur with ease.
The joined corner will have slightly
more bulk than the other corners.
Trim excess bulk before pressing if
desired.
Hand sew bias tape to the back side of
the quilt using the binding stitch, - or
- machine stitch through all layers.

Binding Stitch
Tie a knot and bring your needle up at point A.
C

B

B
C
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Take the needle over the binding and down into the quilt at point B.
Come back up through the binding at point C. Point C becomes a new
point A.
Do not sew through all layers of the quilt.

